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Abstract: IoT technologies are becoming pervasive in public and private sectors and represent1

nowadays an integral part of our daily life. The advantages offered by these technologies are2

frequently coupled with serious security issues that are often not properly overseen or even ignored.3

The IoT threat landscape is extremely wide and complex and involves a large variety of hardware and4

software technologies. In this framework, the security of application layer protocols is of paramount5

importance since these protocols are at the basis of the communications among applications and6

services running on different IoT devices and on cloud/edge infrastructures. This paper offers7

a comprehensive survey of application layer protocol security by presenting the main challenges8

and findings. More specifically, the paper focuses on the most popular protocols devised in IoT9

environments for messaging/data sharing and for service discovery. The main threats of these10

protocols as well as the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) for their products and11

services are analyzed and discussed in detail. Good practices and measures that can be adopted to12

mitigate threats and attacks are also investigated. Our findings indicate that ensuring security at the13

application layer is very challenging. IoT devices are exposed to numerous security risks due to lack14

of appropriate security services in the protocols as well as to vulnerabilities or incorrect configuration15

of the products and services being deployed. Moreover, the constrained capabilities of these devices16

affect the types of security services that can be implemented.17

Keywords: IoT; security; threat; mitigation; application layer protocols; CVE; MQTT; CoAP; mDNS;18

SSDP; AMQP; DDS; XMPP; good practices19

1. Introduction20

The IoT ecosystem encompasses a growing number of smart objects connected to the Internet21

and characterized by diverse capabilities, such as sensing, actuating, processing, storing and22

communicating [1,2]. These physical objects are becoming pervasive in many industry verticals23

(e.g., transportation, manufacturing, energy, oil, gas, healthcare), as well as in governments (e.g.,24

smart cities, smart buildings) and in our daily life (e.g., smart homes) [3]. In fact, IoT technologies25

offer enormous potentials to consumers and industry. More precisely, they improve quality of life,26

increase operational efficiency and productivity, allow real-time decisions and create new business27

opportunities. These benefits are leading to an exponential increase of the number of connected devices28

that is expected to reach tens of billions in the next coming years. According to Gartner’s estimates,29

Internet-connected-things will outnumber humans 4-to-1 by 2020. This expansion will have a strong30

economic effect. The McKinsey Global Institute predicts that IoT technologies could have an annual31

economic impact of 3.9 to 11.1 trillion USD worldwide by 2025.32

Unfortunately, all these benefits are often coupled with many security risks and challenges. The33

main problem nowadays is the presence of many insecure IoT objects treated by their designers,34

manufacturers and even owners as dumb devices that in the hands of malicious hackers can be easily35
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exploited to create serious economic and reputation damages, steal private data and even threaten36

safety. For example, a security hole on an implanted medical device might pose serious risks to patients.37

A distributed cyberattack on connected cars might easily gridlock entire cities.38

IoT systems integrate and rely on a variety of enabling technologies, e.g., software modules,39

libraries, middleware, application programming interfaces, protocols, sensor and mobile networks,40

whose source and nature are often out of the control of organizations or individuals deploying these41

systems. The diversity of the devices and of the environments where they operate requires specific42

consideration of the potential security challenges.43

In the complex IoT world, application layer protocols play a key role. In fact, they are at the44

basis of the communications among applications and services running on different IoT devices and45

on cloud/edge infrastructures. This paper offers a comprehensive analysis of the security risks and46

challenges affecting the most popular application layer protocols employed in IoT environments. In47

particular, the paper examines and classifies the potential security threats and attacks outlined in the48

protocol standards. To gain some further insights of whether/how security threats have materialized49

and of their actual impact, these threats are also studied under a different perspective, that is by50

analyzing the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) collected by MITRE for products and51

services devising the various protocols. Moreover, the paper investigates and discusses the measures52

and good practices proposed in the literature to enhance security and mitigate the associated risks.53

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:54

• Analysis and discussion of the potential security threats and attacks affecting the application55

layer protocols typical of IoT environments;56

• Analysis and discussion of the CVEs affecting products and services based on these protocols;57

• Analysis and discussion of good practices and countermeasures that could be applied to mitigate58

risks and enhance security.59

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a general overview of IoT threat60

landscape, while Section 3 introduces and compares the application layer protocols considered in this61

paper. Sections 4 and 5 analyze the potential security risks and possible countermeasures of messaging62

and service discovery protocols, respectively. Section 6 summarizes and discusses the main findings of63

the analysis. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with some remarks.64

2. Background65

The IoT threat landscape is extremely wide and complex. Gartner predicts that over a quarter of66

all cyber attacks against businesses will be IoT-based by 2025. Nevertheless, nowadays the market67

prioritizes convenience and price over security that is seldom built by design. Moreover, there is a68

general lack of defense in aging firmware or architectures. Similarly, little consideration is given to69

promoting user awareness and education.70

Vulnerabilities of IoT devices are discovered with increasing frequency and their exploitation71

continues to accelerate and escalate. The evaluations of the security and privacy of consumer IoT72

devices presented in [4,5] show that most devices display some form of vulnerability, although some73

devices have a better security posture than others. In 2016 the Mirai botnet used many thousands74

hijacked IoT devices (e.g., security cameras, DVRs) as attack vectors to engage in a huge Distributed75

Denial of Service (DDoS) attack whose peak traffic reached as many as 1Tbps. In summer 2019, Armis76

discovered a batch of 11 zero-day vulnerabilities affecting VxWorks, a very popular real-time operating77

system used for a wide range of commercial and consumer IoT devices.78

Even though large scale attacks cause big damages, small scale attacks can be even more dangerous79

since they often go unnoticed and undetected for quite a long time. Therefore, it is compelling to80

strengthen cybersecurity by identifying what needs to be secured and developing countermeasures81

that take account of the specific characteristics and physical limitations of individual devices.82

It is worth noting that IoT security is not only a technical issue. Policy makers have acknowledged83

its importance for businesses, citizens and the whole society by supporting and pushing the definition84

https://cve.mitre.org/
https://www.gartner.com/imagesrv/books/iot/iotEbook_digital.pdf
https://go.armis.com/hubfs/White-papers/Urgent11%20Technical%20White%20Paper.pdf
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of proper safety, security and privacy measures and practices to fight security threats. The European85

Cybersecurity Act – entered into force in June 2019 – is a response to cybersecurity challenges. The86

act also envisions rules for EU-wide cybersecurity certification of products, processes and services.87

Similarly, the US Congress’s Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity Improvement Acts 2017 and 201988

specifically leverage the Federal Government procurement power to encourage minimal cybersecurity89

operational standards for Internet-connected devices purchased by Federal agencies and put forward90

some recommendations regarding the minimum information security requirements for managing91

cybersecurity risks associated with such devices.92

Another important issue to be addressed in the framework of IoT security refers to user awareness93

and education regarding the purchase and use of IoT devices. Although the use of default credentials94

associated with IoT devices represents one of the biggest security weaknesses, many users are not95

aware of this vulnerability and leave these passwords unchanged. The IOT Consumer TIPS Act of96

2017 tries to respond to this issue by requiring the development of specific educational resources.97

IoT security has also been extensively analyzed in the literature. Research efforts studied this98

challenging topic under different perspectives. In recent years, several surveys aimed at reviewing and99

classifying these efforts have been published (see, e.g., [6–16]). More specifically, Aly et al. [6] consider100

the layers of the IoT reference models and present a systematic literature review aimed at providing101

guidelines for researchers and practitioners interested in understanding security issues. The focus102

of Ammar et al. [7] is the security of IoT frameworks and platforms adopted to develop industrial103

and consumer applications. The study compares the architectures of the frameworks and discusses104

the approaches devised for ensuring security and privacy. Mosenia and Jha [10] present a detailed105

analysis of the vulnerabilities affecting the edge-side layer of IoT (i.e., edge node, communication and106

edge computing) and outline the possible countermeasures against these attacks. Neshenko et al. [11]107

offer a multi-dimensional taxonomy of IoT vulnerabilities based on their classification. Zhou et al. [16]108

propose a set of features that uniquely characterize IoT devices, network subsystems and applications109

and discuss the potential threats and vulnerabilities associated with each feature as well as solutions110

and opportunities to tackle the threats.111

Let us remark that most of the surveys on IoT security focus on specific aspects of the IoT112

ecosystem, such as networking infrastructures, deployment environments, whereas to the best of113

our knowledge, our paper is the first comprehensive survey addressing the security issues affecting114

application layer protocols.115

3. Application layer protocols116

As already discussed, communication protocols at the application layer are a fundamental117

component of the IoT ecosystem since they are at the basis of all the interactions among IoT devices118

and among IoT devices and cloud/edge infrastructure [17–19].119

The typical functions implemented by these protocols deal with messaging and service discovery.120

In particular, messaging refers data sharing and exchanges among devices, while discovery refers121

to detecting devices and services being offered. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the122

seven standard protocols analyzed in this paper, namely, five messaging protocols (i.e., MQTT, CoAP,123

AMQP, DDS and XMPP) and two service discovery protocols (i.e., mDNS and SSDP). As can be seen,124

the protocols differ for many aspects, such as architectural and interaction models and transport125

protocols. Some protocols use centralized, i.e., client/server, architectures, while others are based on126

fully distributed architectures. For example, for protocols such as MQTT and AMQP, the broker plays127

the server role and interacts with clients by receiving and forwarding messages. Message exchanges are128

in general implemented according to publish/subscribe or request/response models. Similarly, service129

discovery can be based on request/response or query/response models. It is also worth noting that130

some protocols offer fully reliable data transfer since they are built on top of the TCP transport protocol,131

while others – built on top of UDP – are loss-tolerant. In particular, service discovery protocols are132

based on UDP, whereas messaging protocols on TCP.133

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0881&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0881&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0881&from=EN
https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/s1691/BILLS-115s1691is.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/s734/BILLS-116s734is.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/s2234/BILLS-115s2234is.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/s2234/BILLS-115s2234is.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/s2234/BILLS-115s2234is.pdf
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Protocol Standard Function Architectural Interaction Transport
model model protocol

messaging discovery c/s decentralized pub/sub req/resp TCP UDP
MQTT OASIS • • • •
CoAP IETF • ◦ • ◦ • ◦ •
AMQP OASIS • • • ◦ •
DDS OMG • ◦ • • ◦ • •
XMPP IETF • ◦ • • • •
mDNS IETF • • • •
SSDP UPnP • • • •

Table 1. Summary of the main characteristics of the most popular application layer protocols for IoT
environments. The bullets refer to native features of the protocols, while the circles to additional
features supported by the protocols.

The choice of the application protocol depends on the nature of the IoT systems and their134

requirements. MQTT and CoAP are particularly suitable for services requiring data collection (e.g.,135

sensor updates) in constrained environments. On the contrary, AMQP, DDS and XMPP address specific136

service requirements, namely, business messaging, instant messaging and online presence detection137

and real-time exchanges, respectively. In terms of service discovery, mDNS and SSDP are the protocols138

of choice for IoT environments.139

Concerning security services, the solutions that ensure integrity and confidentiality of the140

exchanges and provide authentication and authorization mechanisms are very diverse. Messaging141

protocols generally support standard as well as custom security services, whereas service discovery142

protocols do not support any built-in security service. Therefore, the implementation of appropriate143

security solutions is left to developers.144

As shown in Table 2, encryption mechanisms are available in all messaging protocols. For example,145

confidentiality is ensured by standard services such as TLS and DTLS, whereas authentication and146

authorization mechanisms are based on standard (i.e., SASL) or custom solutions.

Protocol Authentication Authorization Confidentiality
SASL Custom Custom TLS DTLS

MQTT • •
CoAP •
AMQP • •
DDS • • • •
XMPP • • •

Table 2. Summary of the security services supported by the messaging protocols.

147

It is important to outline the lack of security in the protocol design. Moreover, security services are148

generally considered optional and have to be explicitly enabled by developers. In turn, implementers149

tend to neglect these services in the development and configuration of their applications. Additionally,150

end-to-end encryption is often too expensive to cope with the constrained capabilities (e.g., bandwidth,151

computing power) of many IoT devices. Therefore, as we will discuss in the rest of the paper, devices152

are frequently exposed to security risks specific of the protocols as well as to risks typically encountered153

in networked environments.154

In what follows, we offer a comprehensive analysis of these security issues. More specifically, for155

each protocol, our analysis considers the following aspects:156

• Potential threats and security attacks;157

• Good practices and countermeasures to mitigate the attacks.158
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The methodological approach followed in our study is based on the examination of the security159

specifications of the protocol standards and on the analysis of the CVEs collected in the National160

Vulnerability Database (NVD) over six years since 2014. In addition, we performed an extensive161

search and analysis of the literature as well as of the good practices proposed by public and private162

organizations, service providers and cybersecurity companies. In particular, we searched numerous163

websites and popular digital libraries and databases, such as ACM, IEEE, Springer, Google Scholar,164

Scopus.165

4. Messaging protocols166

This section focuses on messaging protocols used in IoT environments. In particular, we analyze167

in detail MQTT and CoAP because of their popularity and wide acceptance in these environments,168

while we briefly cover AMQP, DDS and XMPP since they find applications in IoT, even though they169

are not seen as a typical IoT solution.170

4.1. MQTT171

Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is an open standard messaging protocol that has172

been around for more than twenty years (OASIS Standard). The protocol – widely used nowadays in173

the IoT context – is simple, lightweight and ideal for IoT scenarios where saving computing power174

and network bandwidth is the priority.175

As already discussed, MQTT supports various authentication mechanisms as well as encryption176

based on TLS [20]. Nevertheless, these services are not sufficient to protect MQTT-enabled devices and177

in particular the broker component. It is worth mentioning that – as reported in the MQTT standard178

and as demonstrated at DEFCON 24 – many security risks are originated by broker misconfiguration179

and software vulnerabilities. These threats could be easily exploited for many malicious purposes.180

From the analysis of the possible security threats of MQTT-enabled devices, we identified the181

potentially vulnerable processes and we produced the following classification:182

• Authentication: the MQTT broker does not properly check the publisher/subscriber identity and183

does not block repeated authentication attempts. These vulnerabilities could grant an attacker184

the access to MQTT devices or could overload the broker and eventually make it crash;185

• Authorization: the MQTT broker does not properly set the publishing/subscribing permissions.186

This vulnerability could grant an attacker the control over data or functions of MQTT devices;187

• Message delivery: a publisher sends messages that cannot be delivered because of the lack of188

subscribers. This vulnerability could lead to significant degradation of broker performance;189

• Message validation: a publisher sends messages containing disallowed characters that are not190

properly interpreted by brokers and subscribers. This vulnerability could be exploited to perform191

many different malicious attacks;192

• Message encryption: clients and servers exchange messages in plaintext, thus allowing an attacker193

to eavesdrop and spoof the messages in transit. This vulnerability could be exploited to perform194

Man-in-The-Middle (MiTM) attacks.195

The analysis of the CVEs affecting products and services based on MQTT offers an interesting overview196

of whether/how security threats have materialized and of their actual impact. More precisely, the197

NVD database includes 57 CVEs. Many of these vulnerabilities refer to the improper message198

validation category. In particular, crafted MQTT messages could easily make brokers unresponsive. For199

example, a malicious MQTT client could cause a stack overflow by simply sending a SUBSCRIBE packet200

containing at least 65,400 "/" characters (CVE-2019-11779). Similarly, a CONNECT packet combined with201

a malformed UNSUBSCRIBE request packet can be used to cause a Denial of Service (DoS) attack against202

the broker (CVE-2019-6241).203

Other security issues refer to the authentication and authorization categories, as in the case of204

clients that set their username to “#”, thus bypassing the access control mechanisms and subscribing to205

https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v5.0/mqtt-v5.0.html
https://www.defcon.org/html/defcon-24/dc-24-index.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-11779
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-6241
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all MQTT topics (CVE-2017-7650). Figure 1 depicts the effects of this vulnerability where an attacker can206

access all information coming from all publishers, including sensitive data with serious consequences207

on confidentiality.
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Figure 1. Example of access control vulnerability that allows an attacker to subscribe to all topics
and receive all messages being published. The numbers refer to the temporal evolution of the MQTT
interactions depicted in the figure.

208

In the literature, MQTT security threats have been investigated by Firdous et al. [21] who propose209

a model to identify the abilities of threat agents in carrying out attacks. Moreover, the paper discusses210

the possible exploitations of these attacks using realistic scenarios. For example, it shows that a Denial211

of Service attack – aimed at making a broker unresponsive or even crash – can be carried out by sending212

big messages or messages with high QoS levels. In addition, unauthorized publishing – aimed at213

physically damaging or disabling IoT devices – can be performed by means of privileged messages that214

grant an attacker remote control of these devices. Therefore, as these simple scenarios show, threats215

could seriously affect MQTT environments and compromise their availability as well as sensitive data216

being exchanged and stored.217

4.1.1. Mitigations218

To cope with security threats, the MQTT standard lists the mechanisms that should be included219

in MQTT implementations, namely:220

• Authentication of users and devices;221

• Authorization of access to server resources;222

• Integrity of MQTT control packets and application data;223

• Privacy of MQTT control packets and application data.224

For each of these mechanisms the standard provides some general recommendations (e.g.,225

re-authentication of long sessions, prevention of subscription to all topics, usage of VPNs).226

Nevertheless, it is often up to the developer to choose the mechanisms most appropriate to the227

specific application requirements. In addition, as pointed out by Perrone et al. [22], the standard228

mainly refers to simple scenarios and does not discuss details of complex scenarios, such as broker229

interconnections and synchronization mechanisms between brokers. Therefore, these issues require230

additional research efforts.231

Even though the use of the TLS protocol is strongly recommended by the MQTT standard to232

ensure secure communication, TLS does not solve all security issues. In fact, it is well known that233

older versions of TLS, its misconfiguration and the use of weak cipher suites make protocols exposed234

to security attacks [23,24]. In addition, the implementation of TLS requires a significant computing235

power and network bandwidth which might not be available on constrained IoT devices.236

In the literature, many papers focus on TLS with the objective of devising implementations237

more suitable to MQTT-enabled IoT devices (see, e.g., [25–33]). For example, to ensure message238

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-7650
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confidentiality and integrity, Dinculeana et al. [28] propose an approach based on the Blake2239

algorithm [34]. This approach – very promising in terms of performance on constrained devices – is240

particularly appropriate in industrial environments where sensors and controllers exchange predictable241

data. Singh et al. [32] propose a secure version of MQTT which uses a new control packet, called242

Spublish, to publish encrypted data and takes advantage of the Cipher-text 232 Policy/Key Policy243

Attribute Based Encryption using lightweight Elliptic Curve Cryptography [35,36].244

To introduce an enhanced access control mechanism on constrained devices where TLS is too245

expensive, Bali et al. [25] developed a lightweight authentication mechanism based on a chaotic246

algorithm. Similarly, Niruntasukrat et al. [30] propose an MQTT architecture based on a modified247

version of the OAuth framework [37] where two sets of credentials are used by the devices to access248

the broker.249

Access control is also studied in [38,39]. More precisely, to enforce security policy rules, Neisse et250

al. [38] developed a connector that intercepts the messages exchanged by the broker and generates251

proper notifications that might lead to the execution of an enforcement action. Similarly, the mechanism252

proposed in [39] is based on the use of a proxy that monitors the exchanges between clients and servers.253

Another problem addressed in the framework of TLS deals with the proper configuration of254

TLS-enabled devices. For this purpose, Alghamdi et al. [40] developed an automated software agent255

based on a state machine model to help the identification of TLS vulnerabilities. In particular, the agent256

checks possible misconfiguration by means of certificate validation.257

In summary, our analysis has shown that the MQTT protocol supports a good number of security258

services although these services in general do not cope with all possible security risks affecting the259

protocol.260

4.2. CoAP261

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is an emerging open web transfer protocol whose262

latest specifications are defined in RFC 7252 published in 2014 [41]. Although CoAP shares many263

characteristics with the HTTP protocol, it has been specifically designed for constrained devices with264

limited energy, processing power, storage space and transmission capabilities.265

As already discussed, CoAP supports the usage of the Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)266

protocol, a UDP implementation of the TLS protocol that provides equivalent security guarantees [42].267

The DTLS binding for the CoAP protocol is defined in terms of four security modes that differ by268

authentication and key negotiation mechanisms and range from no security to certificate based security.269

In this framework, it is up to developers to find the best tradeoff between performance/energy270

constraints and security requirements. Of course, the lack of appropriate security services could allow271

attackers to easily compromise CoAP environments.272

From the analysis of the possible security threats of CoAP-enabled devices, we identified the273

potentially vulnerable processes and we produced the following classification:274

• Message parsing: the processing logic of client and server parsers does not properly handle275

incoming messages. This vulnerability could affect CoAP node availability because of overload276

conditions and even open the ability to remotely execute arbitrary code on the node under attack;277

• Proxying and caching: the access control mechanisms of proxies and caches are not properly278

implemented. This vulnerability could compromise their content, thus breaking confidentiality279

and integrity of CoAP messages;280

• Bootstrapping: the setup of new CoAP nodes is not properly implemented. This vulnerability281

could grant unauthorized nodes the access to a CoAP environment;282

• Key generation: the generation of cryptographic keys is not sufficiently robust. The usage of these283

keys could compromise CoAP nodes;284

• IP address spoofing: by forging the IP addresses of CoAP nodes, an attacker can perform a variety285

of side attacks including the generation of spoofed response messages and acknowledgments as286

well as reflection/amplification attacks;287
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• Cross-protocol exchanges: an attacker sends a CoAP node a message with a spoofed IP address and288

a fake source port number; the response of this node will reach the node under attack and force289

it to interpret the received message according to the rules of the target protocol.290

The analysis of the few CVEs affecting products and services based on CoAP suggests that these291

vulnerabilties materialize differently. In particular,according to our classification, the most common292

security issue refers to improper message parsing. For example, some CoAP libraries mishandle invalid293

options or certain exceptions when receiving specifically crafted messages (e.g., CVE-2018-12679,294

CVE-2018-12680). Other libraries are affected by overflow vulnerabilities while processing an incoming295

message (e.g., CVE-2019-17212). The exploitation of these vulnerabilities could have different impacts,296

such as memory leak, Denial of Service as well as remote code execution, thus leading to serious effects297

on the entire CoAP system.298

The UDP protocol is also a vector used to attack the CoAP-enabled nodes. For example, certain299

CoAP server interfaces can be exploited for a Distributed Denial of Service attack using source IP300

address spoofing and traffic amplification. This vulnerability is a consequence of a specific response301

message mishandling (e.g., CVE-2019-9750).302

4.2.1. Mitigations303

The CoAP standard provides some general mitigation measures to cope with the types of threats304

and attacks discussed in the previous section. In particular, the standard strongly encourages the305

adoption of DTLS for securing CoAP nodes.306

In the literature, several works focus on the identification of specific mitigation measures for307

different scenarios (see, e.g., [43–54]). In particular, the mitigations proposed by these works mainly308

focus on two aspects:309

1. Access control mechanisms;310

2. Secure communication.311

In the framework of access control, a collection of general use cases for authentication and authorization312

in constrained environments is presented in [53]. The report identifies the main authorization problems313

arising during the life cycle of a device and provides a guideline for implementing effective solutions.314

Pereira et al. [50] developed a service-level access control on low-power devices. The proposed315

approach is based on the authentication of CoAP nodes and the usage of tickets to grant access to316

resources.317

Another mitigation measure presented in the literature deals with secure node bootstrapping.318

This process is particularly important and its misconfiguration could compromise the entire network.319

In fact, it allows a node to collect the information necessary to join a CoAP-enabled network as an320

authenticated node. In this framework, Bergmann et al. [44] propose a three-step process to bootstrap321

a new node. The process starts with a discovery phase where the new node is detected. This node is322

then provided with keys to establish a secure communication channel. Finally, these keys are used to323

perform the actual configuration of the node itself.324

In the framework of secure communication, Iglesias et al. [47] describe and compare the DTLS325

libraries supported by the CoAP implementations typically encountered in industrial IoT environments.326

The paper outlines the need to keep an eye to new security developments because of their relevance327

especially in these environments. Alghamdi et al. [55] compare the security services provided by328

IPSec and DTLS. This study shows that although both protocols have strengths and weaknesses, in329

general their overhead could be significant and drain resources of constrained devices. Several papers330

addressed these issues by focusing on the design of lightweight solutions to secure the communication331

channel between clients and servers. A header compression scheme for DTLS that leverages the332

6LoWPAN standard is proposed in [52], while the problem of reducing the number of DTLS handshakes333

is addressed in [49]. More specifically, this work presents a group-oriented handshake between a334

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-12679
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-12680
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-17212
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-9750
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CoAP client and a group of CoAP servers that reduces the total computational requirements of the335

DTLS protocol.336

Improvements of the DTLS protocol have also been studied from the perspective of the337

cryptographic algorithm. In particular, as shown in [43,45], the integration of DTLS over CoAP338

based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography helps in minimizing the computation overhead and ROM339

occupancy.340

In summary, our analysis has shown that DTLS ensures confidentiality in CoAP environments.341

Nevertheless, lightweight solutions are to be sought to cope with the capabilities of constrained342

devices.343

4.3. AMQP344

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) is an open protocol for business messaging (OASIS345

Standard). The protocol offers sophisticated functionalities and is widely used nowadays in many346

scenarios where a reliable asynchronous communication between endpoints is needed.347

Concerning security, AMQP supports the Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)348

framework [56] for client authentication and TLS for ensuring integrity and confidentiality of349

communication. Let us remark that, unlike MQTT and CoAP, these security services are generally350

enabled by default, thus reducing the potential security risks. Nevertheless, according to the NVD351

database, a large variety of vulnerabilities have been discovered in the past six years in products352

and services based on AMQP. These vulnerabilities mainly involve the broker component and affect353

processes, such as access control, message and identity validation, message queue management.354

The effects of these vulnerabilities include privilege escalation, information disclosure, Denial of355

Service attacks, authentication and authorization bypass, remote code execution, traffic hijacking.356

More specifically, several vulnerabilities refer to the lack of hostname and certificate validation357

whose exploitation allows attackers to spoof identities and intercept traffic for MiTM attacks (e.g.,358

CVE-2018-11087, CVE-2018-8119, CVE-2016-4467). Similarly, the lack of access control in the message359

queues reported by CVE-2019-3845 allows attackers to execute privileged commands. In addition,360

several CVEs suggest that the use of specifically crafted AMQP messages and of exposed shutdown361

commands makes it possible to achieve a Denial of Service attack (e.g., CVE-2015-7559, CVE-2017-15699,362

CVE-2015-0224, CVE-2015-1499).363

Other security risks affecting AMQP environments are related to broker configuration. In fact,364

AMQP brokers are very complex and despite the presence of a web user interface their setup can365

be very challenging. Incorrect choices in the setup of message queues, exchanges, producers and366

consumers might lead to serious vulnerabilities. Moreover, the user interfaces might be affected367

by vulnerabilities typically encountered in the web domain (e.g., CVE-2015-0862, CVE-2016-0734,368

CVE-2017-4965). We finally outline that a simple – although very common – misconfiguration refers369

to the use of default login credentials that can be abused by an attacker to take control of a publicly370

exposed broker administrator interface and of the entire AMQP environment.371

4.4. DDS372

Data Distribution Service (DDS) is a data-centric standard protocol defined by the Object373

Management Group. The protocol is generally used to manage data exchanges between lightweight374

devices and large high-performance sensor networks as well as the cloud. While not being a typical375

IoT solution, DDS finds its application in some industrial deployments, such as air-traffic control,376

smart grid management, autonomous vehicles, transportation systems and healthcare services.377

Concerning security, the DDS protocol offers a rich variety of mechanisms. Similarly to other378

messaging protocols, DDS supports both TLS and DTLS. Moreover, for ensuring confidentiality,379

integrity and authenticity of the exchanges, the newest OMG DDS security specification defines an380

architecture based on a set of built-in plugins. For example, plugins offer mechanisms for authentication381

and authorization of DataWriters and DataReaders, thus avoiding unauthorized publication and382

http://docs.oasis-open.org/amqp/core/v1.0/os/amqp-core-complete-v1.0-os.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/amqp/core/v1.0/os/amqp-core-complete-v1.0-os.pdf
http://docs.oasis-open.org/amqp/core/v1.0/os/amqp-core-complete-v1.0-os.pdf
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-11087
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-8119
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-17187
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-17187
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-7559
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-15699
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-0224
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-1499
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-0862
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2016-0734
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-4965
https://www.omg.org/spec/DDS/
https://www.omg.org/spec/DDS/
https://www.omg.org/spec/DDS/
https://www.omg.org/spec/DDS-SECURITY/
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subscription. Nevertheless, both specification and plugins are affected by vulnerabilities. In particular,383

the handshake protocol used for permission attestation sends clear text information about participant384

capabilities, thus allowing attackers to discover potentially sensitive reachability information on a DDS385

network (CVE-2019-15135). As White et al. [57] reported, this vulnerability breaches the confidentiality386

of the connection and allows attackers to collect information that could be used for malicious purposes.387

It is also important to point out that plugins per se do not ensure security of DDS environments. In388

particular, the two vulnerabilities discovered for the Access Control plugin could lead to unauthorized389

or unintended connections between participants (CVE-2019-15136, CVE-2019-15137).390

Finally, it is worth mentioning that not every DDS product and service are compliant to the391

security specification and even compliant implementations might be affected by vulnerabilities. In392

fact, as shown in [58], node misconfiguration can be abused to perform malicious activities inside a393

DDS environment.394

4.5. XMPP395

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) is an open XML technology for real-time396

asynchronous communication between two or more entities. XMPP latest specifications are defined in397

RFCs 6120 [59] and 6121 [60].398

The XMPP protocol provides robust security services by supporting SASL for the authentication399

process and the TLS for ensuring data confidentiality and integrity. Note that these services are400

built into the core specifications of the protocol, thus enabled by default. Nevertheless, the lack of401

end-to-end encryption support makes the protocol vulnerable to various types of threats. For example,402

an attacker could modify, delete, or replay stanzas or gain an unauthorized entry to a server. In403

addition to the security issues of the protocol, numerous vulnerabilities affect products and services404

based on XMPP. More specifically, slightly less than 100 CVEs – mainly referring to the authentication405

and message validation processes – have been discovered in the past six years. Frequent issues406

deal with insufficient controls on memory operations and inappropriate certificate verification as407

well as the presence of hard-coded accounts (e.g., CVE-2019-1845, CVE-2019-12855, CVE-2014-3451,408

CVE-2018-15720, CVE-2016-1307). These vulnerabilities allow a large variety of attacks with different409

effects, such as making the services unavailable, obtaining sensitive information or gaining access to410

XMPP servers.411

Other vulnerabilities are associated with custom functionalities that can be easily built on top of412

the XMPP protocol. As discussed in [61] implementations of an extension used for communicating413

user avatar information allow attackers to breach data location.414

A number of practices to mitigate security threats has been developed as extensions of XMPP in415

its XEP series. More precisely, XEP-0205 presents measures aimed at discouraging DoS attacks, while416

XEP-0178 focuses on the proper usage of certificates for SASL authentication. Nevertheless, several417

XEPs contain vulnerabilities related to the incorrect implementation of the XEPs themselves (e.g.,418

CVE-2016-10376, CVE-2017-5602, CVE-2019-1000021). By exploiting these vulnerabilities, attackers419

could gain access to private data or impersonate users and perform social engineering attacks.420

5. Service discovery protocols421

This section focuses on the service discovery protocols typical of IoT environments, namely,422

mDNS and SSDP.423

5.1. mDNS424

Multicast Domain Name System (mDNS) is an open protocol widely used nowadays for service425

discovery and name resolution on local links [62]. This protocol, coupled with DNS-based Service426

Discovery (DNS-SD) [63], offers the flexibility required by environments where it is necessary to427

automatically integrate new devices and perform DNS-like operations without the presence of a428

conventional DNS server.429

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-15135
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-15136
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-15137
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-1845
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-12855
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-3451
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-15720
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2016-1307
https://xmpp.org/extensions/
https://xmpp.org/extensions/xep-0205.html
https://xmpp.org/extensions/xep-0178.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2016-10376
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-5602
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-1000021
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Unlike messaging protocols, the mDNS protocol does not provide any built-in security service. As430

a consequence, similarly to DNS, mDNS environments are exposed to security attacks. Recent efforts431

to improve DNS security, such as DNSSEC [64] and DNS over TLS [65], are in general too complex for432

self-configuring networked environments.433

From the analysis of the potential security threats of mDNS, we identified and classified the434

attacks as follows:435

• Denial of Service attacks: attackers flood mDNS-enabled nodes with messages that exploit specific436

characteristics of the protocol. These messages could make nodes unresponsive or unavailable437

by invalidating cache entries or blocking the probing process;438

• Poisoning attacks: attackers spoof mDNS response messages and advertise fake services frequently439

exploited for further attacks towards unaware nodes;440

• Remote attacks: attackers exploit mDNS-enabled nodes responding to queries from outside441

to abuse services for various purposes, e.g., Distributed Denial of Service reflection attacks,442

collection of sensitive information.443

To understand the vulnerabilities that might be behind these attacks, we analyzed the 29 CVEs444

affecting products and services based on mDNS. This analysis reveals that nodes that inadvertently445

respond to unicast queries with source addresses outside the local link allow attackers to cause446

Denial of Service or obtain potentially sensitive information via UDP packets over port 5353 (e.g.,447

CVE-2015-1892, CVE-2017-6519, CVE-2017-6520). Similarly a Denial of Service attack can be performed448

by sending malformed or maliciously crafted packets (e.g., CVE-2015-0650).449

Moreover, the multicast nature of the communications and the lack of any encryption mechanism450

might lead to security and privacy issues that often remain undetected. In fact, messages frequently451

disclose personally identifiable information as well as sensitive information about the nodes of the452

network and the services being provided. For example, Könings et al. [66] show that in their Wi-Fi453

campus network, the majority of mDNS-enabled devices include as part of their identifiers the real454

names of the users. This information could be easily used for any malicious purpose. Therefore, it is455

necessary to increase awareness of privacy risks associated with service announcements that contain456

sensitive information.457

5.1.1. Mitigations458

As already pointed out, mDNS does not provide any built-in security feature. Therefore, since459

the protocol is affected by various threats, the development of effective mitigation measures is of460

paramount importance. The solutions could rely on simple measures often provided by operating461

systems or on more sophisticated measures provided by the services built on top of the mDNS protocol.462

More specifically, simple measures – mainly mitigating DDoS attacks – could focus on the following463

aspects:464

• Reduction of attack surface by disabling mDNS services whenever not needed;465

• Block of the traffic from/to outside the local link by disabling the mDNS UDP port 5353.466

In fact, mDNS protocol is often enabled by default on most devices, but users might not be aware of467

this protocol running on their devices. Moreover, although mDNS has been designed for local link,468

sometimes services are openly accessible from the Internet.469

More sophisticated measures ensure the following security requirements:470

• Authenticity: query and response messages should be signed by the sender to allow the recipients471

to verify the sender’s identity;472

• Confidentiality: query and response messages should be encrypted to prevent any possible abuse473

of their content.474

Privacy is a major challenge for mDNS environments. Some research works propose solutions to475

mitigate this risk. More specifically, the works of Kaiser and Waldvogel [67,68] focus on a privacy-aware476

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-1892
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-6519
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-6520
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-0650
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mechanism that protects multicast communication by encrypting all data, including potentially477

sensitive information. In addition, to reduce the network traffic, the mechanism limits the usage478

of multicast communications by proposing the concept of trusted devices that securely exchange479

unicast messages.480

To cope with the lack of built-in authentication mechanisms, some papers [69–71] propose specific481

solutions for robust authentication. In particular, Wu et al. [71] develop protocols for private mutual482

authentication and service discovery that could be deployed over mDNS.483

5.2. SSDP484

Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) is an open protocol widely used nowadays for service485

discovery and advertisement in residential or small business networks (UPnP Forum). The protocol486

– included in the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) architecture – makes it possible to transparently487

plug-and-play devices without the need of any manual configuration.488

Concerning security, similarly to mDNS, the SSDP protocol is very weak because it does not489

provide any built-in mechanism. Therefore, various security risks affect SSDP-enabled devices. These490

risks generally exploit service discovery features and its multicast nature. A major threat affecting491

SSDP nodes is represented by amplification/reflection Distributed Denial of Service attacks aimed at making492

devices unresponsive and services unavailable. These attacks exploit the characteristics of the UDP493

and SSDP protocols as well as device misconfiguration. More precisely, an attacker could create an494

M-SEARCH message with the spoofed IP address of the node under attack (see Fig. 2). This message will495

be sent to a set of vulnerable SSDP devices that in turn will flood the node target of the attack with496

response messages with an high amplification potential.
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Figure 2. Example of amplification/reflection DDoS attack toward a server.
497

A more sophisticated variant of amplification/reflection attacks takes advantage of the abnormal498

behavior of devices that use ephemeral random source ports for sending their response messages499

instead of the standard port number 1900, thus making the detection of the attack more difficult.500

Another security threat affecting SSDP-enabled nodes is represented by passive attacks performed501

by eavesdropping the multicast messages exchanged as plaintext over the network. This threat might502

grant the access to sensitive information without any alert, thus leading to serious consequences for503

privacy and confidentiality.504

SSDP-enabled nodes are also exposed to the following security issues:505

• Poisoning attacks where attackers advertise fake services using NOTIFY request messages. These506

services are frequently exploited for further attacks towards unaware nodes;507

• Device reconfiguration where attackers exploit vulnerabilities of misconfigured devices to gain508

access to internal network resources or use the devices to conduct further malicious activities.509

The analysis of the CVEs has shown that numerous vulnerabilities affect products and services based510

on SSDP. More precisely, 81 vulnerabilities have been detected in the past six years. A common511

http://upnp.org/specs/arch/UPnP-arch-DeviceArchitecture-v2.0.pdf
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vulnerability is represented by buffer overflow that allows attackers to remotely execute arbitrary512

code or crash an SSDP node (e.g., CVE-2019-14323, CVE-2019-14363). Other relevant security issues513

are related to the rules and functions associated with device configuration. In particular, it has been514

shown that weak authentication and authorization mechanisms allow remote attackers to change515

device configuration or reboot/shutdown devices (e.g., CVE-2014-5406, CVE-2015-4051).516

In the literature, SSDP security challenges have been explored by Liu et al. [72] who analyze the517

Belkin WeMo home automation ecosystem with the objective of discovering its vulnerabilities. In518

particular, the paper demonstrates that it is possible to remote control these devices by leveraging the519

sensitive information being exchanged. Similarly, Lyu et al. [73] quantify the DDoS attack capability520

of consumer IoT devices and show that devices even behind gateways can be exposed to this type of521

attacks.522

5.2.1. Mitigations523

As already pointed out, the lack of built-in security services exposes SSDP-enabled nodes to524

threats and attacks. Hence, proper countermeasures have to be sought. In particular, it is important to525

take account of the peculiarities of SSDP. In fact, this protocol is typically deployed on a local network526

and relies on UDP transport protocol on port 1900. Therefore, as a mitigation measure towards527

conventional DDoS attacks, it might be necessary to block this type of incoming traffic. In fact, it is528

known that open SSDP is already a vulnerability. Of course these measures are not effective to mitigate529

DDoS attacks that leverage on SSDP nodes using random source ports.530

At the level of individual nodes, SSDP services should be disabled whenever not needed, since531

they are often enabled by default on most devices. In addition, unicast M-SEARCH request messages532

should be treated carefully and possibly blocked because of the abnormal usage of this type of533

messages.534

It is also worth mentioning that encryption mechanisms able to ensure authenticity and535

confidentiality of the exchanges and avoid possible abuse of their content, must be implemented536

at the level of the services built on top of the SSDP protocol, rather than at the level of the protocol537

itself.538

Various solutions for securing smart home IoT appliances based on SSDP have been proposed539

in the literature (see, e.g., [74,75]) In particular, Notra et al. [74] highlight that security and privacy540

of these appliances can be easily compromised and propose a solution based on access restrictions541

at the network level. In [75] it has been shown that a flow-based monitoring solution is effective for542

detecting security threats.543

6. Discussion544

Our analysis has highlighted that ensuring security of IoT products and services that leverage545

application layer protocols is not straightforward. In fact, the IoT threat landscape is extremely diverse546

and complex. The open nature of application layer protocols makes them exposed to a wide range of547

malicious attacks that exploit their peculiarities as well the characteristics of networked environments.548

Moreover, despite their potential vulnerabilities, IoT devices and services are often being developed549

and deployed without specific security consideration.550

Since IoT devices are being an integral part of our everyday life, it is compelling to protect these551

devices by properly identifying potential security risks and by devising adequate mitigation measures.552

As reported in Table 2, application layer protocols provide some common built-in security services553

although the constrained capabilities of these devices make their deployment quite challenging or554

even impossible. In addition, security services are often optional and have to be explicitly enabled and555

configured by developers.556

The major security risks affecting the protocols analyzed in this paper are summarized in Table 3.557

In general, as main findings of this investigation, we discovered that frequent sources of risks refer to558

the lack of appropriate security services or to their incorrect configuration. In particular, mDNS and559

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-14323
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-14363
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-5406
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2015-4051
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Protocol Authentication Authorization Encryption
service service service

MQTT 4 4 4
CoAP � 4 4
AMQP 4 4 4
DDS 4 4 4
XMPP 4 4 4
mDNS � � �
SSDP � � �

Table 3. Summary of the major security risks affecting the application layer protocols analyzed in
this paper. The squares refer to the lack of the security service, while the triangles to its incorrect
configuration.

SSDP are very weak because they do not offer any built-in security service. On the contrary, although560

messaging protcols offer various security services, they suffer from the incorrect configuration of561

these services. In addition, the lack of built-in authentication/authorization mechanisms or the use562

of weak mechanisms make IoT devices vulnerable to unauthorized accesses. Similarly, the incorrect563

configuration of TLS or the use of weak cipher suites make devices vulnerable to the disclosure of564

sensitive data.565

These findings have been confirmed by the analysis of the CVEs of products and services566

based on the protocols considered in this paper. More precisely, many vulnerabilities refer to567

improper message validation/parsing (e.g., buffer overflow, option/exception validation) and to568

weak authentication/authorization mechanisms (e.g., username/hostname validation, certificate569

verification). Our investigation has also shown that vulnerabilities are appearing with an increased570

frequency, although with differences from protocol to protocol (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Breakdown of the CVEs per year and protocol.
571

Moreover, these CVEs are characterized by different severity ratings (see Table 4). The Common572

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), at the basis of these ratings, provides a numerical score and the573

corresponding qualitative representation, i.e., Low, Medium and High, reflecting the CVE severity. For574

each protocol, Table 4 reports the breakdown of the number of CVEs according to their severity as well575

as the overall CVSS score. Note that our analysis is based on CVSS version 2 since the scores for the576

latest CVSS version 3.1 were unavailable for some of the analyzed CVEs.577

It is also important to outline that security risks and vulnerabilities expose IoT devices to a578

wide range to threats and attacks (see Table 5) that could have very serious effects. We notice that579
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Protocol Severity CVSS2 ScoreLow Medium High
MQTT 3 42 12 5.6
CoAP 0 5 2 6.6
AMQP 11 50 17 5.2
DDS 0 5 0 5.0
XMPP 5 70 19 5.6
mDNS 0 16 13 6.4
SSDP 5 49 27 5.9

Table 4. Per protocol breakdown of the number of CVEs according to their severity and overall CVSS2
score.

Protocol Eavesdropping IP spoofing DoS/DDoS MiTM Poisoning
attacks attacks attacks attacks attacks

MQTT • •
CoAP • • •
AMQP •
DDS •
XMPP • •
mDNS • • • • •
SSDP • • • • •

Table 5. Summary of the major attacks affecting the application layer protocols analyzed in this paper.

constrained devices are especially vulnerable to DoS and DDoS attacks mainly because of their limited580

capabilities or of an incorrect configuration. Attackers can easily cause temporary or permanent failures581

of a service by flooding a device with connection attempts that drain its battery or by performing582

amplification/reflection attacks that simply exploit device vulnerabilities. It is also important to outline583

that the UDP transport protocol is the main attack vector for application layer protocols, such as CoAP,584

mDSN and SSDP.585

Good practices and measures aimed at mitigating the security risks and reducing the attack586

surface have been proposed by several papers.587

Table 6 presents the breakdown of the papers appeared in the literature as a function of the588

protocol and security service. We notice that most works focused on MQTT and CoAP protocols

Protocol Authentication Authorization Encryption
service service service

MQTT [25,38,39] [30,38–40] [22–33]
CoAP [50,53,54] [44,50,53] [43,45,46,48,49,51,52,54]
mDNS [69–71] [66–68]
SSDP [74,75]

Table 6. Breakdown of the papers focusing on good practice and mitigation measures as a function of
the protocol and of the security service.

589

and in particular on the development of lightweight encryption mechanisms able to cope with the590

constrained characteristics of IoT devices. On the contrary, despite the serious security risks affecting591

service discovery protocols, little research efforts have been dedicated to mitigate the potential attacks.592

We also outline that our search did not produce any relevant paper proposing mitigation measures for593

the AMQP, DDS and XMPP protocols.594
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7. Conclusion595

The increased proliferation and ubiquity of IoT devices have also increased security issues. Many596

devices are treated by their designers, manufacturers and owners as dumb objects that in the hands of597

hackers can be easily exploited to create all sort of damages.598

In this paper we analyzed the security of a set of application layer protocols widely accepted in the599

IoT ecosystem. In particular, we focused on messaging and service discovery protocols and discussed600

their characteristics as well as their potential vulnerabilities and security risks. Our investigation has601

shown that vulnerabilities make IoT devices an ideal target of attacks with serious consequences for602

the services being deployed. Good practices and measures have been developed to mitigate threats603

and attacks. These measures mainly focused on lightweight solutions that cope with the capabilities of604

constrained devices.605

To properly secure IoT devices, many research and practical challenges are still to be investigated.606

In particular, research efforts should be directed towards security and privacy of service discovery607

protocols. Moreover, solutions for end-to-end security of complex systems consisting of many608

interconnected devices have to be investigated. Finally, it is compelling to increase user awareness609

towards potential security risks associated with the ownership and use of IoT devices.610
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